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Although its discrete dimensions, ARNE can house several LED plates, with optical units 
for street or flood light distribution, and an adjustable power supply, light intensity and 
colour temperature. Its energy efficiency gives it a useful life of 60,000 hours.

Arne Jacobsen had a longstanding reputation as a leading figure in Danish design 
and, by extension, in the basic formalisation of Nordic style: elegant shapes, material 
sobriety and functional quality. He was also an outstanding illuminator. Our ARNE 
floodlight invokes that spirit, seeking to be used as catenary, a wall lamp, a hanging 
spotlight or a floodlight fixed to a column–free for all uses possible. 
With 360º rotation, ARNE can be used to light up wide urban areas or as architectural 
lighting.
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A state-of-the-art LED floodlight

Arne
Santa & Cole Team
2013

Materials and finishes

Body made of recycled and recyclable injected and painted aluminium.
Interior sink made of anodised extruded aluminium.
Tempered glass cover. 
The ARNE floodlight is versatile and has the following accessories: pole attachment, wall 
attachment (applique), urban catenary suspension and hanging attachment (ceiling 
plate). All attachment accessories are made of steel with anti-rust protection and painted. 

Luminaire

LED technology optical unit with street or flood light distribution refractor lenses. 
Adjustable electronic power supply. 
Tº Colour: 3000ºK - 4.000ºK
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Simple, very versatile urban streetlamp dresses variable modules LED, with elegance 
and restraint.

Like Mary Quant’s famous miniskirt, the POLIS streetlamp dresses a 2 or 4 module LED 
light with elegance and restraint. Once again, less is more. 
The POLIS structure can hold modules of varying size, strength and optics, with the 
option to incorporate a variety of diffusers or screens to customise its appearance 
and to control luminous flux: its miniskirts. It also reserves space to allow for the 
incorporation of urban electronics to improve performance and control of lighting 
POLIS can adapt to any column diameter, so obsolete lamps can be changed without 
the need to replace the existing columns. 

Press Release

Functional and simple street lamp by Antoni 
Arola, renowned for his interior lighting fixtures.

Polis
Antoni Arola
2014

Materials and finishes

The entire unit is made of bent steel with  anti-rust protection and painted. 

Luminaire

LED modules: 
2 modules: 40W-32LED (3000K,350mA)
4 modules: 80W-64ED (3000K,350mA)
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A versatile boundary marker that structures access points and pathways, discretely 
illuminating the space at various heights, as required, and combining warmth and 
durability with great elegance.

Its straightforward nature and constructive clarity make the SKYLINE bollard a useful 
piece in both public urban and private spaces. It can also be customised with high 
luminosity reflective paint or commercial logotypes. 
The mechanical torsion of the SKYLINE bollard makes it highly resistant and the LED 
modules afford a long useful life without maintenance.  

Materials and finishes

Bent steel sheet structure with anti-corrosive protection and painted. 
Inner reflector made of steel with anti-corrosive protection and painted white. 
Heat sink made of anodised extruded aluminium.
Stainless steel screws. 

Luminaire

Fitted with LED technology module.
10W – 8LED (3000K, 350mA)
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LED lighting windows at different heights

Skyline
Antoni Roselló
2014
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Conceived as a global bench, takes up a mere tenth of the volume that others of similar 
dimensions require, and that is easy to assemble and install, affordable, and very 
comfortable.

On commission from our editors, father-and-son team Miguel and Gonzalo Milá – two 
big names in contemporary street furniture design – undertook the difficult task of 
drawing a bench for the 21st-century international market. It had to be able to travel flat, 
unassembled, be humble and multicultural in shape, very comfortable and sober in 
figure, and easy to produce in simple economies, even with local materials. In a nutshell, 
the first global urban bench. 
The upshot is HARPO, the friendliest and cheekiest of the Marx brothers, recognisable 
worldwide without the need for words. A happy friend for all public and private projects.

The HARPO family comprises the bench, chair and backless bench, and comes in narrow 
FSC wood slats, wide FSC wood slats, or aluminium slats.

Materials and finishes

Bent and welded steel plate structure with anti-rust protection and powder paint finish. 
Seat and back made of European or tropical wooden slats with FSC certification, 
finished with oil in two-component and with two sections: narrow slat of 35x35 mm or 
wide slat of 90x30mm. 
The HARPO family can also be made with 90x30 mm extruded aluminium slats with an 
anodised finish – a recycled, recyclable and highly resistant material that is increasingly 
being used in more sustainable cities. 
Anchor screws for the stainless steel slats. 
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Ergonomic /Durable / Easy to assemble 
and dismantle

Harpo
Miguel Milá / Gonzalo Milá
2014

Wooden slat FSC

Thin wooden slat FSC

Aluminium slat
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LED technology affords a slimmer luminaire that fits more naturally into the urban landscape. 

The tree of light Rama LED street lamp is the technical upgrade of the Rama street lamp. LED technology 

optimises energy efficiency and light distribution, and requires less maintenance. 

Candela LED
Gonzalo Milá
2012

Rama LED
Gonzalo Milá
2012
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Elegant, robust and timeless, this recessed wall LED light projects oblique light downwards. 

The luminous element is protected by a metallic grille. 

A lighter version of the classical NeoRomántico bench with armrests to make it more comfortable.

Rodés
Jose A. Martínez Lapeña / Elías Torres
1989

NeoRomántico Liviano
Miguel Milá
2000
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Bicycle rack with simple and friendly forms. Manufactured in high-density polyurethane foam,  

generates a body which is pleasant to the touch, designed to hu-manize the harshness of the city. 

Key
Lagranja
2007
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Santa & Cole is a small, independent and global publisher 
of well-designed products based in Belloch (Barcelona, 
Spain). We distribute and sell our products and services 
in over 70 countries worldwide, with a view to fostering 
the humanity of our civil coexistence.

Founded in 1985, Santa & Cole lives for industrial design 
the art of studying everyday objects to achieve a better 
experience in the way we use them, which forces us to 
reflect upon our material culture. For decades our  
editors have been telling the weird from the wonderful, 
the truth from the fad, to produce a stable catalogue of 
good Indoor products (indoor lamps and furniture) and 
two of Outdoor products (Lighting and Urban Elements).
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